A Message From President Putin -- and Me
By Anna Von Reitz

This message is being blocked by western media. Why? Read it and ask
yourselves--- why is this message being blocked by the Mainstream Media?
And then ask yourselves, isn't it apparent that he is telling the truth? Our country has
been overrun by Fascist Oppressors wearing Leftist Suits.
They want to dictate everything about your body so far as vaccines are concerned, but
then, hypocritically, advance the idea of "My body, my choice." when it comes to
abortion?
They want to ignore gender, except.....
And that is the least of their hypocrisy and lies.
Hitler came to power using the same methods -- hypocrisy, lies, reckless deceit.
Guess what is happening again?
Vladimir Putin had little choice in invading Ukraine. The NATO nations had placed
Zelensky, a Florida Millionaire with ties to the Mob, in power. He in turn busted the
whole country wide open to criminal enterprises of all kinds, but the final straw came
when NATO nations used Ukraine as the location for over a dozen illegal chemical /
biological weapons plants.
Those Weapons of Mass Destruction we've been looking for the last thirty years?
Well, we finally found them, and they are ours. This is what Joey and Nancy and Mitty
have been doing behind our backs and now, they don't want us to know.
In this (below) badly but adequately translated message, Putin makes it clear that his
intention is simply to clear the criminals out of Ukraine, end the risk to his country

posed by these bio weapon facilities, and go home. This isn't about conquest. It's
about sanity.
Read it yourselves and pass it on.
______________________

A message from the President of Russia Vladimir Putin to all the nations of the world:
Dear citizens of our wonderful planet Earth! I, the President of the Russian Federation,
Vladimir Putin, decided to address all of you directly, bypassing diplomats, your rulers
and journalists. In Russia, there is such a thing as "the time of surrender", where you
cannot lie, deceive and play. That's why I'm going to be honest so everyone can check
the truth of my words.
Russia is a great and rich country. The main value is more than 150 peoples who live
on a territory where justice is above all. We don't need new territories. We have plenty
of energy and all other resources. Since the time of the Great Tartaria and the Great
Mogul, the peoples of northern European have evolved not because of looting in the
crusade wars and colonization of America, Africa, India, drug addiction in China, but
thanks to their hard work and peacekeeping. Those who know Russian understand
that "Russian" is an adjective for all the peoples of our country. Russian Slovenians,
Russian Tatars, Russian Jews, Russian Evenkas and so on are Russians in the soul,
although their culture, language, lifestyle may differ. We salute this diversity of unity.
Once again, the Russian people of Russia are forced to sacrifice their lives, protecting
the world from Nazism and fascism.
We exchanged 50 of our prisoners of war for 50 Ukrainian soldiers. Ukrainian soldiers
received medical assistance in our hospitals, ate three large meals a day and returned
home. We received Russian soldiers with their fingers cut off and reproductive organs.
Not even the Nazis did this during the last war. We will present these evidence in a
future court. Shame on anyone who supports these scoundrels now.
Your rulers in the United States, Europe, Japan, Australia and other countries have
stood on the side of these subhumans, who have put civilians, pregnant women and
children in front of them, intentionally harming prisoners of war. It’s hard for me to
imagine a healthy, healthy person supporting these monsters. And your Bidens,
Scholars, Macron and other dark-fashioned Democrats not only protect criminals, but
also actively arm them, supply them with money, which is not enough to keep prices in
your countries low. Prices are rising, the world is collapsing, but not because the
Russians are cleansing Europe of Nazis evil spirits, but because you don't watch and
actually support a new wave of Nazism. This time we are not going to Berlin. We will
stand on our historical borders, and all the Nazis evil spirits, to whom your rulers wide

open, will arrange a new "crystal" life, as the Nazis did, adding reproductive organs
circumcised.
I appeal to all who want to live and work in peace, to raise children and to be friends
with the nations of the world. Help Russia fight the new cancer - Ukrainian Nazism.
Not Ukraine where peaceful and valuable people live, but Nazism, fed by hawks from
the USA and NATO for your taxes. If your rulers support Nazism, chase them out three
doors, take power into your own hands. Ukrainian Nazis protect themselves from
bullets of civilians, their rulers, under the pretext of terrible Russia, also decided to
transfer the burden of high prices and upcoming troubles to the population. Both in
Ukraine and in you, Nazis live well behind the backs of ordinary citizens, and ordinary
people should suffer - these are identical crimes in both Ukraine and the West.
If we unite, then in another week there will be no Nazis in Ukraine, normal life will
return to Europe, the USA and other countries, and together we will judge Ukrainian
Nazis and all the rulers who support Nazism in the new tribunal. Our goal is the right
one. We will defeat the Nazism.
I would like to share this win with everyone together as soon as possible. Our goal is
the right one.
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